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SOMEONE IS LOSING THEIR POWER 
 
April 15, 2020 
2:41 p.m. 
 
YAHWEH SAYS: 
 
You watched them. The preachers didn’t have a way to surge forward in a great moving 
of power. They were stale. No way of surging power flowed from their way. How many 
will stay each week to get a stale way under a plan under an old preacher?  
 
You are seeing that power is critical to the work plan as a whole. Power is the needed 
way to bring forward the Great Way’s will. He will see that you are no ordinary way that 
is claiming a surging. There will be a great surging that no one will be able to have closer 
dealings with you in a poor way.  
 
You see it. Northern Virginia is truly ideal for the building up of a major work planning 
way. But there is no point in striving to be in that state when there is a shutdown of how 
the wealth is. Ask him. Okay, so there is a chance. He said, “Maybe.”  
 
What could give hope? Wealth coming from your work. How much can we make together? 
Unlimited. There is no limit. Try Us. Test Me. Haven’t you planted great seeds from your 
last work platform? Yes. Now We want to give back into your whole way.  
 
It’s with great power that you can shift anything, including the way you look. It is great 
power that must come forward. And there is already a seventy-five percent surging that 
will now come forward out of your way.  
 
Power, not money, is the way. And it will surely take over—this great wealth. Stand still. 
Watch what Yahweh brings.  
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March 23, 2021 
 
YAHWEH GIVES A GREATER DEPTH: 
 
This man that Yahweh brings to your plan of looking: you once greatly admired him. You 
wanted to be there attending every healing service and every open door available to non-
leaders. You hoped to have a similar touch on you.  
 
Just as what the man had, you wanted. But why? Aren’t you content with being here, 
waiting, hoping, begging for spiritual crumbs? No, you will no longer wait, for the thirty-
year training season has ended. The ten years of hiding in a spiritual cave are done with. 
Here is where a covenant must be established.  
 
I will not let him continue on as if there wasn’t a grave way of cheating the people of 
their wealth in hopes for a miracle exchange. He did once have a great crowd following 
his way, but then he turned, and his false doctrine hurt My people. Many left B____ 
H____’s ministry rattled with sickness, but that did not stop the “healing touch” claims. 
 
See it; there needs to be a new plan with new carriers of real surgings of power.  
 
And now We—Yahweh—bring forward a shift in preparation for the coming season: 
cleaning the Church, judgment, and reformation. No one should expect a powerful move 
of God in old spiritual holey wineskins. It is time to fast and pray to turn from the old 
ways and enter a season of surrender to Yahweh.  
 
What will the fruit look like? Creative miracles without needing anyone to verify the 
miracle. Isn’t it time to begin? I am ready. 
 
 


